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Makeup artist rainbow salon

Skip to the main contentA skin more evenly, even this way. One of my first thoughts while wearing face makeup is how my skin looks with it on. I may not have the best blush shading technique or the brightest highlight, but if my skin looks Beyoncé-flawless type through my foundation, then I'm satisfied. As a black woman, it can be
ridiculously difficult to find not only the right formula for my skin-combination which is mostly oily with some dry spots, but also the right color. I can't even begin to describe the number of times I accidentally took a foundation shade I thought would work with my café au lait coloring, only to find out later that it really makes me look ashy
under the fluorescent lights in the office. To avoid any future horror stories, I've reached out to some professional makeup artists for opinions on their Holy-Grail foundation picks you might want to make some extra room in makeup bags for them. All products featured on SELF are independently selected by our publishers. If you buy
something through our retail links, we could earn an affiliate commission. This foundation is essential if you are looking to avoid a melting noon makeup. I love this long-lasting foundation, and especially recommend it for customers attending special events. -Courtney Donovan, Walgreens beauty consultantBuy it: $12, țintă.com Black Opal
is my go-to foundation, because its cover allows it to work both as a concealer and foundation depending on how thick your application is. -Tatiana Ward, celebrity makeup artistBuy it: $10, Amazon.com I can't make a no-makeup look without this gem-is the most raved about the product in my kit. -Domin Lerma , Fashion executive
artistBuy it: $39, ulta.com MAC Face and Body is super sheer and watery, so as to mimic the natural texture of the skin. However, if you emulsify it in the palm of your hand (rotate the opposite ring finger in a circular motion), it turns into a balm consistency for greater coverage. Bonus: You can use it on your body for head-to-foot
perfection. —Ashleigh Ciucci, makeup artistBuy it: $31, shop.nordstrom.comFor black women, my favorite foundation is Iman Cosmetics Luxury Disieling Foundation. It dries down to a natural satin texture, giving the skin a dewy look that is perfect for the red carpet. -Delina Medhin, makeup artistBuy it: From $12, walmart.com This
foundation comes in large shades and is also buildable. Alone leaves the skin with a beautiful glow, and once set with powder, it has a long-lasting soft matte finish. -Emily Cheng, pro-makeup artistBuy it: $77, neimanmarcus.com I use a variety of foundations for reasons, but my go-to is the Armani Luminous Silk Foundation, which looks
flawless in person and in photos. Brides love it! -Lindsey Zelli, makeup artist and Volition innovatorBuy it: $64, shop.nordstrom.comI am currently obsessed with the new Beauty Blender foundation. It makes my skin poreless! My makeup stays with this all day. Is. Is. to full coverage, but I can still see my skin. I haven't found such a perfect
foundation in a while! Elena Miglino, makeup artist and Smith &amp; Cult beauty ambassadorBuy it: $40, absolute sephora.comI always hold the Tom Ford foundation stick with me. -Mia Yang, pro-makeup artistBuy it: $88, shop.nordstrom.comTiffany Dodson is the market editor at SELF, starting with the magazine in early 2017. Tiffany
specializes in writing trade-focused stories, many of which are fueled by her knowledge of beauty and style trends. It is also known in moonlight as a branded content model for the brand. Tiffany's... Read moreSELF does not offer medical advice, diagnosis, or treatment. Any information published on this site or by this brand is not
intended as a substitute for medical advice, and should not take any action before consulting with a healthcare professional. Topicsmakeup artistsFoundationShopping Skip to main contentWho needs fakes when you have this good mascara? Courtesy of Ashleigh Ciucci/Dominique LermaWhen comes to choosing the best mascara for my
lashes, sometimes it can be difficult for me to figure out which product is really worth the money. Do I want a mascara that lengthens my eyelashes? Add volume? So? Let's face it: Sifting through dozens of different mascaras at the local Sephora can be quite confusing, even for someone who is as in makeup as I am. Sometimes I can
barely tell the difference between high-end vs. pharmacy masking because there are so many details to consider (do I really need a curved wand?). Professional makeup artists are very specific about the products they use on their customers. If a mascara is good enough to be used on a celebrity or model during a photoshoot, it must be
good enough for me to wear to work or for a night out. So I asked eight makeup artists to tell me what mascaras they always keep in kits they bring to work. According to professionals who know, these eight mascaras are hands down the best on the market. All products featured on SELF are independently selected by our publishers.
However, when you buy something through our retail links, we could earn an affiliate commission. This formula adds length and volume - plus it is not flakes - and is offered in a waterproof tube, which is perfect for long set days and spot shoots. For a wide wispy and full feathery, I apply mascara with Fashion Pro Falsie Fan BMX-520. -
Dominique Lerma, Fashion Executive ArtistGet it: $25, ulta.com This easy mascara will keep even the straightest straight wavy eyelashes I always use. -Emily Cheng, pro makeup artistGet it: $7, like Westmore Beauty's Lash Drama Bold and Beautiful Mascara because it helps to perfect add athmage and length to lashes. -Jamie Dorman,
celebrity makeup artistGet it: $27, amazon.comMayvelline Great Lash Waterproof is a legens in self-imought. This mascara has a fine hairbrush to help you layer each whip completely, and will not even in a rainstorm. -Courtney Donovan, celebrity makeup artistGet it: $5, Amazon.com Feel that healthy lashes look fuller more naturally, so
keeping them fed with conditioning ingredients is very important. I like that Burt's Bees Nourishing Mascara not only provides in the extension and definition of eyelashes, but also does not dry, agglomerate or flake in the process. I also like how rich the pigment is-never looks dull on the eyelashes. -Roxy, celebrity makeup artistGet it: $13,
ulta.com This classic mascara is the cheapest mascara on the market, and works as good as its more expensive contestants. -Tatiana Ward, celebrity makeup artistGet it: $7, Amazon.com This classic mascara offers major volume at the root (plus mega length) without creating clutter tips. It also gets better as it dries, so the tube lasts
longer than average. - Ashleigh Ciucci, makeup artistGet it: $9, ulta.comFor mascara, Mote Japan is my go-to-it's buildable and 100 percent smudge proof. -Mia Yang, pro makeup artistGet it: $39, amazon.comTiffany Dodson is the market editor at SELF, starting with the magazine in early 2017. Tiffany specializes in writing trade-focused
stories, many of which are fueled by her knowledge of beauty and style trends. It is also known in moonlight as a branded content model for the brand. Tiffany's... Read moreSELF does not offer medical advice, diagnosis, or treatment. Any information published on this site or by this brand is not intended as a substitute for medical advice,
and should not take any action before consulting with a healthcare professional. Topicsmakeup artistsMascaraShopping If you've ever seen a makeup artist work, you'll understand exactly why the term artist is in their title. Like any other artist, they have a canvas (your face) and a talent for brushing, sculpting, and creating something
refined from what is in front of them. We could do a proper job on ourselves, but nothing quite fits the masterpiece-worthy results you can get with a professional. After all, they have quite a few tricks in the sleeves they have simple mortals don't know anything about-so far. I spoke to 11 famous artists and editorials and asked them to
share a little-known beauty hack that they swear. From jell-a lip powder stain to a conditioner eyelashes, these are 11 tips you don't want to miss. Keep scrolling to see them all! Clients: Allison Williams, Erin Heatherton, Amy SchumerPro Tip: I learned this trick from one of the first artists I witnessed back in the day, and I still use it now
because of how accurately it is done applying mascara. I use a small fan brush to wiggle mascara in the root of the eyelashes. This is more important if you are working on a blond or client model and need to get directly to the root of the eyelashes. I've been through a lot of fan brushes, but I love it the most for this technique is mac #205
Mascara Fan Brush ($20) because it's the perfect size and can hold a lot product for that perfect, full-lash look without smociness! Customers: Gina Rodriguez, Maggie Gyllenhaal, Anna KendrickPro Tip: Sweep tanning over your eyelids for a barely there color wash. It will make your eyes and cheeks explode in a natural way! We love too
faced Chocolate Soleil Matte Bronzer ($30). Featured in: Vogue, Elle, Harper's BazaarPro Tip: I rub Lucas' Papaw Ointment into the lashes to add definition and shine when you make a more natural makeup look and don't want to use mascara. It gives the lashes that look moist and makes the eyes look more intense without looking made
up. Then I brush a little in my eyebrows for the same effect. You can also dab a little in the inner corners of the eyes with a Q-type or pink finger to brighten your eyes! Customers: Jennifer Lopez, Priyanka Chopra, Roselyn SánchezPro Tip: As the seasons change, everyone's skin dries out. Once the foundation is applied on top of these
areas, the dryness becomes even more visible. When this happens, the remedy is simple: Using a beauty blender sponge ($20), gently press a minimum amount of facial on these dry areas. Your foundation will bind to dry, flaky skin, revealing a smooth, fresh finish. Customers: Dakota Johnson, Kate Hudson, Emily RatajkowskiPro Tip:
For a more natural contouring look, use two foundations. Mix the lightest under the eyes, on the center of the frutia and on the chin, and the darkest one around the hairline, and on the jaw and cheekbones. I recommend Giorgio Armani Bright Silk Foundation ($62) and Koh Gen Do Aqua Foundation ($70). Customers: Kaley Cuoco,
Rashida Jones, Anna FarisPro Tip: I love using dry Jell-O flavors like a lip stain! Dab a damp cloth or paper towel in powder and then immediately dab on the lips. You can even dab a little powder on your lips directly and then moisten! But beware - if you use your fingers, they will certainly be colored! Clients: Kiernan Shipka, Jessica
ParéPro Tip: Every time I put a brilliant lip to someone, I always buff a little concealer around the mouth with a free shadow brush, it would be Smashbox's #10 Brush ($24). By doing this, the area around your mouth acts as a frame for your lipstick - which really shows that color and doesn't leave it feathers. Clients: Morena Baccarin,
Portia de RossiPro Tip: My hack one that I always rely on is to mix my Global Face Serum ($85) with a shimmering nude eyeshadow, and then to dab it on the cheekbones, the inner corners of the eyes, and on the eyelids for a dewy look. It works better than any liquid or cream highlighter because it does not cut. It also gives your skin a
gorgeous glow! Clients: Claire Danes, Kristen Bell, Georgia May JaggerPro Tip: I apply eyeliner under the eyelashes as dots, or with a flat brush, to darken the spaces between the eyelashes. this way, I can make the lashes look very thick at the root and do not depend on heavy, crowded mascara to achieve the thickness and volume I
want. Clients: Clients: Witherspoon, Lily Collins, Margot RobbiePro Tip: Apply a highlight stand to the Cupid bow above your lips to make it more delicious, and on the inner corners of the lids to really open your eyes! We love Chantecaille's Liquid Lumiere ($39). Customers: Anna Kendrick, Ashley Greene, Lucy HalePro Tip: Whether it's
winter, flying, a hard night or two when the skin looks dreary, there's an easy way to infuse it with dewy color. Layer a touch of rich moisturizer (my favorite is La Mer's Moisturizer, $295) with a saturated pop color (I like Stila's Convertible Colors, $25) to apples of cheeks. It will take your skin from dreary to juicy in an instant! Customers:
Anna Kendrick, Ashley Greene, Lucy HalePro Tip: Whether it's winter, flying, a hard night or two when the skin looks dreary, there's an easy way to infuse it with dewy color. Layer a touch of rich moisturizer (my favorite is La Mer's Moisturizer, $295) with a saturated pop color (I like Stila's Convertible Colors, $25) to apples of cheeks. It will
take your skin from dreary to juicy in an instant! Next up: It-Girl Guide to Winter Makeup Trends. Trends.
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